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Claudio Dei Princ1pe

Claudia Dei Principe

a casa

Cook well. Eat better. Even more inspiration for
every day.
978-3-03902-180-2
44.00 EUR
Cover: Hardcover
Extent: 300 pages
Format: 17.5 cm x 24.5 cm
Colour photos, ribbon
Available: 31/10/2022
Rights sold: All rights available

• Volume 2 of the successful cooking diary
• Seasonal, regional, and sustainable shopping and cooking
• Even more inspiration, priceless cooking expertise, and amusing anecdotes
Tutti a tavola! Dei Principe is serving dinner. No other author writes as sensually about ingredients
and food preparation as Claudia Dei Principe. »When I stand in my kitchen, time is replenished
with beauty.« He finds true delight and, what is more, the meaning of life in the simplest ingredients
and most basic dishes. For Claudia Dei Principe's thoughts around food always go hand in hand
with an appreciation for the craft, a deep esteem for producers and produce, honouring true
food culture.The second volume of the successful cooking diary »a casa« focuses an baking,
using his famous home-grown mother yeast »Bianca«. The latest journey takes us to the realm
of fermentation. Claudia Dei Principe makes us rediscover familiar and also boldly explore new
things. He sharpens our eye, trains our taste, and offers safe guidance for a relaxing cooking
experience led by seasonal instinct. A cookbook full of inspiration and love of good food. Day by
day.
Claudio Dei Principe: Writer, storyteller, and successful author of eight award-winning cookbooks.
Sought-after lecturer, columnist, and organizer of workshops an handmade pasta and lievito
madre.
»Only those who are ready to appreciate a focus on essential things will have the power to
transform the ordinary into something truly outstanding.« - Claudia Dei Principe
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Elif Oskan

Cüisine

Turkish kitchen
978-3-03902-182-6
36.00 EUR
Cover: Hardcover
Extent: 300 pages
Format: 20 cm x 26.5 cm
Colour photos, ribbon
Available: 27/02/2023
Rights sold: All rights available
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• Recipes for home use from top-rated restaurant Gül
• Expert insights about culinary traditions and Turkish culture
• Complete with beautifully captured images
Cüisine - Food culture and joie de vivre from Turkey! Restaurant Gül in Zurich has rapidly become
one of the favourite addresses for connoisseurs. Shortly after opening, Elif Oskan's cuisine
obtained 14 Gault-Millau points. The passionate chef with roots in the South-Eastern part of Turkey
specializes in the world-famous Gaziantep cuisine. And now this delightful cookbook affords a
glimpse into Elif Oskan's »cüisine«. How to make a proper dough for pide? Or proper köfte, börek,
and dolmas? How to prepare baklava? And not in the least, how to brew real Turkish coffee? Next
to tips and tricks that will enable you to prepare the most popular recipes of restaurant Gül, this
richly illustrated book portrays Turkish traditions and Mediterranean food culture. Snapshots from
research trips and personal stories by Elif Oskan take us to a world where friendship, family, and
gastronomy unite - delicious and full of love.
Elif Oskan: Chef and food entrepreneur, Zurich citoyen with Turkish roots. After various positions
all over Switzerland and a stage with Heston Blumenthal in London, she now runs restaurant Gül in
Zurich.
Photos: Pascal Grob, Nonda Coutsicos

Madelyne Meyer
MADELYNE MEYER

Find your wine

Simple. Quick. Competent.

FINDE
DEINEN WEIN

finfach. �chnell. �ompetent.

978-3-03902-178-9
22.00 EUR
Cover: Hardcover
Extent: 152 pages
Format: 16.5 cm x 24 cm
Colour illustrations, ribbon
Available: 26/09/2022
Rights sold: All rights available
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• A light-footed and humorous way to acquire wine expertise
• Discover your new favourite wines
• Tips, tricks, and wine hacks for everyday use
A discovery tour through the world of wines! After Madelyne Meyer's bestselling book
»Understanding wine, finally« laid the foundation for a sound wine knowledge, her second book
is all about confidently selecting wines - be it from a well-stocked store shelf, or from a detailed
wine list. This practical true-to-life guide helps us learn more about our own wine taste, understand
labels, and place a correct wine order. lt shares plenty of useful hints and tricks for our next visit
to the wine store and offers a number of wine hacks for everyday use. The professionalism and
expertise of Madelyne Meyer's texts and illustrations are paired with sparkling wit and unique
humour. Her second book remains true to her mission: to share wine expertise in a simple,
clear, and unfiltered way. Once you read this book, you will be able to choose wines quickly and
confidently, allowing you to focus on what really matters: enjoying wine.
Madelyne Meyer: Studied Wine Marketing & Management in Bordeaux and worked at vineyards
in California. Today she runs wine courses, writes articles and blog posts, and works in wine trade.
Her first book »Understanding wine, finally« has sold over 36,000 copies.
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Sven Wassmer

My Alpine cuisine

Recipes, dishes, and ingredients
978-3-03902-151-2
45.00 EUR
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Cover: Hardcover
Extent: 240 pages
Format: 21 cm x 28.5 cm
Colour photos, ribbon
Available: 31/10/2022
Rights sold: All rights available
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• A young maitre de cuisine of a new generation
• High end cooking with unusual ingredients from the Alps
• More than 40 recipes, produce portraits, stories, and technical details
Sven Wassmer grew up in the Swiss lowlands but found his culinary home in the Alps. He
celebrates the highest level of modern Alpine cooking at the restaurant »Memories« in Bad Ragaz.
Char from Val Lumnezia, asparagus from Reichenau, or carrots from Domleschg - Sven Wassmer
preferably works with ingredients from the Alpine region. His culinary art focuses on essentials,
but with a broad horizon: he masterfully integrates ideas from the Far East or Scandinavia into
his various dishes.This book presents Sven Wassmer's culinary art, his philosophy, and creative
approach. lt shows us what the word home means to him and focuses on the specialties of the
Alps - from fir cone to mountain potato, from wagyu beef to capricorn. More than 40 recipes,
rounded off by personal stories and technical specifications of various useful techniques that
explain, among others, how to grow sourdough or how fermentation works.
Sven Wassmer: One of the most renowned chefs of a new generation. He earned 18 Gault
Millau points and 2 Michelin stars as maitre de cuisine. Before Bad Ragaz Wassmer worked at top
restaurants in London, Vitznau, and Zurich.
Photos: Lukas Lienhard

PINSA
Daniela raglialegne
Sven Oliver Nefttel

Daniela T aglialegne, Sven Oliver Neitzel

Pinsa
ltalian lust for life on a crispy light dough
978-3-03902-177-2
25.00 EUR
Cover: Hardcover
Extent: 180 pages
Format: 17.5 cm x 24 cm
Colour photos
Available: 29/08/2022
Rights sold: All rights available

• The latest food trend from ltaly
• Fluffy, light, and crispy- the dough makes all the difference
• With salty or sweet toppings: creativity without limits
All roads lead to Rome - this one goes straight through the stomach! Pinsa looks very much like
her sister, pizza, but you will discover her unique character at first bite: it is the dough that makes
all the difference. The savoury pastry was invented by a baker just outside Rome, is made with
sour dough and a mixture of different types of flour, and needs to rest between 24 to 72 hours.
True slow food.Daniela Taglialegne and Sven Oliver Neitzel show us how to convert an ordinary
kitchen into a pinsa workshop. Toppings are added to the crispy, fluffy dough before or after
baking. Few or many, classical or eccentrical, salty or sweet ingredients - just as the fancy takes
you. The book presents the classical dough and several of its variations, as weil as a wide range of
toppings. Portraits of signature ingredients and ambient snapshots from pinserias all around Rome
set an authentic tone. Healthy, uncomplicated delight from ltaly's flavourful kitchen - behold its
secret recipe.
Daniela Taglialegne: Runs a family business manufacturing handmade pasta.
Sven Oliver Neitzel: Food entrepreneur and culinary consultant.
Photos: Jule Felice Frommelt

Zineb Hattab

Taste of Love
My recipes - simple and vegan

978-3-03902-163-5
36.00 EUR
Cover: Hardcover
Extent: 240 pages
Format: 19.5 cm x 26 cm
Colour photos, ribbon
Available: 26/09/2022
Rights sold: All rights available

• Rich and tasty vegan dishes
• Spanish and Moroccan cooking inspirations
• Zineb Hattab's favourite recipes
Zineb » Zizi« Hattab touches people through her dishes. The recipes are inspired by her Spanish
and Moroccan roots. » Patatas Bravas remind me of my childhood on the Costa Brava. Couscous
tajines and pillow bread was always on the table when the whole family gathered for celebrations«,
says Zineb Hattab. Her recipes are uncomplicated and suitable for every level. She uses no animal
products whatsoever. The book is also a portrait of the young chef who gave up her career in
software engineering and completed several stages with some of the world's most renowned
chefs. Not only vegans are enthusiastic about her cooking these days: » When I walk up to the
tables of my guests, they tell me they can virtually taste the love in my dishes. <<» Taste of Love«
honours her heritage and offers a collection of her most beloved recipes.
Zineb Hattab: Born and raised by Moroccan parents in Spain. Various stages as chef, among
others with Andreas Caminada, and executive chef at » Cosme« in New York. Owner of » Kle« and
» Dar« in Zurich.
Photos: Erna Orion

Judith Erdin

Your best sweet pastries
classic and vegan
978-3-03902-156-7
30.00 EUR
Cover: Hardcover
Extent: 200 pages
Format: 21 cm x 26.5 cm
Colour photos
Available: 26/09/2022
Rights sold: All rights available

• The popular baker and confectioner strikes again
• Popular classics of professional quality easily prepared at home
• All recipes feature a vegan version with readily available ingredients
Rolls, strudel, croissants, doughnuts - bake like an expert! How do confectioners and bakers do it?
Their pastries look perfect and taste delicious at the same time. What makes their dough so fluffy,
their cream fillings so tender, and their caramel so savoury? In her second book, Judith Erdin
unveils these secrets and many more. The trained baker and confectioner shows us from scratch
how to prepare classical confectionery recipes using natural ingredients. Each recipe has two
parts, the traditional version and a vegan one which is just as gorgeous and tasty. These recipes
allow vegans to finally enjoy classical cakes and pastries they were missing out on. Whenever
possible, ingredients are chosen locally and are easy to come by.ln a dedicated section on theory
the expert offers tips for the selection of ingredients and baking utensils, techniques for rolling
out dough, and other knowhow. With the help of her step-by-step guidelines, you can create the
perfect apple strudel, chocolate doughnuts, and vanilla bismarcks fresh from the oven.
Judith Erdin: Baker, confectioner, and polygrapher. She develops easy to prepare recipes for her
clients and her blog »streusel.ch«. She shares her knowledge in various courses.

Annette Gröbly, Andrea Syz

Creative Kids
40 ideas for freestyle crafting
978-3-03902-183-3
24.00 EUR
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Cover: Hardcover
Extent: 140 pages
Format: 19.5 cm x 24 cm
Colour photos and illustrations
Available: 31/10/2022
Rights sold: All rights available
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• lncentives for limitless creativity
• Featuring 40 arts and crafts ideas
• Useful DIY tips
Creativity starts in childhood! Creativity is the key to personal growth, to boosting social and
professional competencies. The ability to think creatively helps us cope with the challenges of
everyday life. School education allows very little time to foster creativity that is not performance
focused.»Creative kids« shows parents, grandparents, and other caregivers how to playfully
stimulate the creativity of children during their free time. All children inherently enjoy exploring,
experimenting, and tinkering. By freely experimenting with a variety of materials children can
benefit from a number of new experiences and make logical connections. Creative crafting opens
the door to unleash their rich imagination and brings innumerable moments of joy. The book
presents the six pillars that nurture uninhibited creativity as well as 40 practical examples that
motivate young and old alike to start experimenting and become inventive.
Annette Grö bly: Founder of KILUDO, a Swiss creative magazine for children.
Andrea Syz: Preschool teacher as well as painting and art therapist at her own art studio.

Susanne Fischer-Rizzi

Trees of hope

Trees and humans during climate change
978-3-03902-077-5
32.00 EUR
Cover: Hardcover
Extent: 320 pages
Format: 19.5 cm x 25.5 cm
Colour photos, illustrations
Available: 26/09/2022
Rights sold: All rights available

• Comprehensive portraits of the 20 most important climate trees
• Botany, ecology, history, and healing power
• lncluding cooking recipes
Establish a new relationship with nature! ln the age of climate change people and trees are
under heavy stress. What is it that connects the two in this particular situation? Can they try
and overcome it together? In her latest book, a tour guide about new climate trees in the city,
Susanne Fischer-Rizzi provides answers to these questions.Trees such as ginkgo, paulownia, and
liquidambar that were originally classified as invasive in Western Europe, can endure the altered
climatic conditions. On top of that, they help our psyche to regenerate and strengthen our immune
system.Susanne Fischer-Rizzi combines the latest scientific findings with fascinating and magical
stories. Eccentric recipes such as hackberry milk, black walnut cake, and mulberry omelette round
of this amazing book. The renowned naturopathy expert presents a holistic view on climate change
and the bond between nature and humans. Learn to see the trees that surround you with new
eyes!
Susanne Fischer-Rizzi: Alternative practitioner, pioneer of aromatherapy and naturopathy, expert
on permaculture and agroforestry. Author of 15 reference books translated into numerous
languages. International teaching activity, as well as at her school ARVEN.
Photos: Gabriela Lagrange, Jonas Frei
lllustrations: Rosy Jungbluth

Nana Nauwald

Of humans and other spirits
My journeys to shamanic worlds
978-3-03902-146-8
23.00 EUR
Cover: Hardcover
Extent: 260 pages
Format: 13.5 cm x 22 cm
Colour photos
Available: 31/10/2022
Rights sold: All rights available

• Unique encounters with shamanic cultures
• Many years of experience with awareness work
• Seif- and nature-awareness on shamanic soul journeys
A journey for all our senses! For more than three decades, Nana Nauwald has dedicated herself
to awareness work and the exploration of spiritual reality. In her latest book the Grande Dame of
shamanism teils us about her adventures and experiences in shamanic cultures.Encounters with
the last shaman of the Ocaina or the spirits of jaguar and anaconda during a visit to the Shipibo
peoples in the Peruvian Amazonas region have had a profound influence on her - just as meeting
a Siberian blacksmith connected with the fire spirit or the strengthening healing rituals of a Buryat
shaman. The spirit of nature is not only present in rituals, but also in everyday life. The inward and
outward journeys of Nana Nauwald will lead people who wish to step on the shamanic path to the
following questions: what am I looking for in shamanism? What do I hope to find? The book is an
invitation to question our world view and open our minds to the adventure of a new cognition of
ourselves and the world around us.
Nanan Nauwald: Freelance artist, lecturer for rituals of perception, and author of eight books.
Explorer of shamanic awareness realms of indigenous peoples as weil as the roots of shamanic
culture in Europe for more than 30 years. International seminars and lectures.
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